Central Avenue at BRC
Railroad Grade Separation Study

CAG Meeting #5 Summary

Summary
The fifth Community Advisory Group (CAG) meeting for the Central Avenue at BRC Railroad
Grade Separation Study was held on August 7, 2014, at the Garfield Ridge Public Library at
6348 W. Archer Avenue, Chicago IL 60638 from 1:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. The meeting included the
following:



PowerPoint presentation
Copies of the CAG #5 presentation were passed out to CAG member to include in their
binders

To announce the August 7, 2014 CAG meeting, an E-invitation and printed invitation were
created (note: printed invitations were sent to those that requested them in their CAG
membership forms). The invitations were sent out on July 18, 2014 to 30 CAG members. The
meeting was attended by seven (7) CAG members (see attached Sign-In Sheet) and nine (9)
project team members.
PowerPoint Presentation
The major topics of the PowerPoint presentation were:





Project Status
Selection of Preferred Alternative
Preferred Alternative Description
Closing Remarks/Next Steps

Questions, issues and concerns were brought up during the presentation and are summarized
in the Summary of Comments section of this document.
Project Status
The project team provided a brief update of the project status that included a summary of the
previous CAG meeting (CAG #4) and Public Meeting #2.
Selection of the Preferred Alternative
The project team presented the range of alternatives as shown at Public Meeting #2. The
reasons for eliminating each alternative were discussed and the Preferred Alternative, a
modified version of CU2-SEE, was presented. The alternatives that include depressing Central
Avenue under the BRC railroad and a partially depressed intersection of Central Avenue and
Archer Avenue were eliminated from further consideration (CU1, CU3). The depressed
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intersection would result in severed access to properties on all four quadrants of the
intersection, which would displace numerous businesses, particularly along both sides of Archer
Avenue. The alternative that shifts the Central Avenue alignment to the west (CU3-SEE)
impacts City owned property with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) navigation equipment.
The alternative that shifts the Central Avenue alignment to the east (CU5-SEE) impacts City
owned property that was purchased with funding from FAA. While not strictly prohibited,
acquisition of property that was purchased with FAA funds or that includes FAA navigational
equipment would require extensive coordination with and review by the FAA in order to be
approved. Alternatives CU3-SEE and CU5-SEE both rely on multiple curves in the horizontal
alignment to make the shifts. These shifts can be done, but it is not desirable to shift the
horizontal alignment while also shifting the vertical alignment down into and up out of the
underpass, and passing under two bridges with a signalized intersection between them.
Primarily based on the issues noted above, alternatives CU1, CU3, CU3-SEE, and CU5-SEE
were eliminated from further investigation.
Preferred Alternative Description
The project team presented the Preferred Alternative which is a refined version of Alternative
CU2-SEE, and discussed the modifications that were made after Public Meeting #2. The project
team also displayed graphics of the proposed roadway improvements and discussed the traffic
operations, potential property and parking impacts, underpass drainage, construction staging
and maintenance of traffic for the Preferred Alternative. There were several reasons for
selecting this alternative as the preferred. Alternative CU2-SEE keeps the same horizontal
alignments for Central Avenue, Archer Avenue, and the BRC railroad. By passing Central
Avenue under Archer Avenue as well as under the BRC railroad, Archer Avenue remains at its
current grade and minimizes impacts to adjacent businesses. This alternative utilizes the area to
the west of the underpass for the relocation of utilities. One of the drawbacks of all of the
alternatives that rely on a single connector ramp between Central Avenue and Archer Avenue is
that the southbound to westbound movement would involve passing under Archer Avenue,
traversing the connector ramp to the east up to Archer Avenue, and then backtracking west
across the Archer Avenue bridge over Central Avenue. A concern was also raised that some
travelers may decide to cut through the adjacent neighborhood to avoid the backtracking. This
was addressed by adding a proposed ramp from southbound Central Avenue to Archer Avenue,
which eliminates the backtracking and the cut-through concern. Based on coordination with the
Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT), other refinements were made to the proposed
alternative relative to pedestrian and bicycle accommodations, local access, and safety.

Next Steps
The project team is currently working on the Environmental Assessment (EA) document that
summarizes the full range of alternatives considered and includes a comprehensive
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environmental review of the Preferred Alternative. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
approval of the EA is anticipated in late fall or early winter 2014. Following FHWA approval of
the EA the project team will present the Preferred Alternative at a public hearing and seek public
comments to be included in the project record.

Summary of Comments
The following is a list of comments and questions heard during the meeting:
1. The benefits of the proposed improvement are questionable and seem to be out of scale
with the perceived transportation problem. If the real intent is to expand Central Avenue,
then the project scope should be extended all the way to I-55 to create a continuous
section of roadway. This view has been conveyed from the start of the project, but it
does not seem like my concerns are being heard.
Response: The project is being studied as a stand-alone project, but the selection of
projects to implement and which projects to fund are determined from a regional
perspective with input from local communities and elected officials. The purpose of
this project is to address a long standing concern regarding traffic backups on
Central Avenue caused by freight train crossings on the BRC railroad. This location
was the subject of an earlier feasibility study and is included among a larger set of
grade separation projects as part of the CREATE program.
In reference to the comment that concerns are not being heard, this phase of the
project includes public meetings and Community Advisory Group meetings to provide
an avenue for members of the community to provide input in the development of the
project. Part of the project record includes comments received, responses provided,
and documentation of the public involvement process. In some cases, similar
comments are addressed with a single response that addresses the issues. The goal
of the Department is to obtain consensus on proposed improvements before
implementing them, with the understanding that some parties may not agree with the
outcome, but that all concerns will be heard and considered in the process.
2. Could the proposed green space on the southeast corner of Archer Avenue and Central
Avenue be converted to parking instead?
Response: Since off-street parking requires a local jurisdiction to maintain the lot, the
project team will bring this request to the attention of the Chicago Department of
Transportation (CDOT) for consideration.
3. Will there be stop signs at the intersection of Central Avenue and 52nd Street?
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Response: There will be stop signs on 52nd Street but none on Central Avenue.
4. Is the Walgreens on Archer Avenue going to be impacted?
Response: The Walgreens building will not be impacted, but approximately 10
parking spaces will need to be removed or relocated.
5. Will it be several years before construction begins?
Response: If Phase I design approval is received by the end of 2014 and funding is
secured for Phase II design, it would take a minimum of 2 years to complete Phase II
design and the land acquisition process. Additionally, it would take approximately 3
to 4 years to complete construction. Currently, there is no funding identified beyond
Phase I planning in the Illinois Department of Transportation’s current Multi-Year
Program.
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